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SUPERIOR COURT
WINDHAM UNIT

STATE OF VERMONT

IH

CIVIL DIVISION
Case No.

jointly and as parents and legal guardians, on behalf
of their minor child, L.P.

Plaintiffs,
v.

WINDHAM SOUTHEAST SCHOOL DISTRICT,
standing in for its employees:

PATRICIAWALIOR, in her official capacity as First
Grade Teacher at Academy School;
and
AMYMEJER in her official capacity as School Nurse
at Academy School;
and
JON SESSIONS, in his official capacity as Assistant
Principal of Academy School;
and
KELLY DIAS, in her official capacity as Principal of
Academy School;
and
MARK SPENO, in his official capacity as Interim
School District Superintendent,

and;

THE STATE OF VERMONT,
standing in for its employees and volunteers:

JOHN and/0r JANE DOE #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5;
and
SUSAN SLOWINSKI, M.D.;
and
KELLY DOUGHERTY, in her official capacity as
Vermont Deputy Commissioner ofHealth,

ALL OF THEM, SEVERALLY and JOINTLY,
Defendants.
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COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES BY JURY TRIAL
NOW COME the Plaintiffs, by and through counsel, Fitts, Olson, Giddings & Ferrara, PLC,
who, upon information and belief, do respectfully and plausibly allege and aver, as follows:

The Plaintiffs are:

l. Tony and Shujen Politella, a married couple, living in the Town of Brattleboro,
County ofWindham and State of Vermont, severally, jointly, and on behalf of L.P., their son.

The Defendants are:

2. The Windham Southeast School District (hereinafter the “WSESD”), a publicly-
funded entity organized under Vermont laws to implement policies and budgets to provide, inter
alia, for the safe education of students within its schools, and for centralized control and
responsibility of all related functions and operations performed therein.

3. Patricia Walior, who was an Academy School teacher at all times relevant herein.

4. Amy Mejer, who was the Nurse at Academy School at all times relevant herein.

5. Jon Sessions, who was responsible for student safety at Academy School and at
the vaccination clinic, at all times relevant to the allegations made herein, as Assistant Principal.

6. Kelly Dias, who was responsible for student safety and all activities at Academy
School and at the vaccination clinic, at all times. relevant to allegations herein, as Principal.

7. Mark Speno, who was responsible for safe school activities and operations across
WSESD, including employee supervision and training pursuant to its effort to host a vaccination
clinic at Academy School, at all times relevant herein, as School District Superintendent.

8. John/ Jane Does #1, #2 ,# 3, #4 & #5 (yet to be identified in Discovery under the
Rules), who were employees of the State or volunteers at all times relevant to allegations herein.

9. State of Vermont, at all times relevant to the allegations made herein, did control,
finance and control its Agency of Human Services, Health Department and Agency of Education
regarding healthcare and education policy and goals (generally) and coordinated its vaccination
clinic at Academy School, with respect to "training and supervision of John!“ Jane Doe #1, #2. #3,
#4, and #5, and regarding its operating and financing agreements with WSESD (specifically).

10. Susan Slowinski, M.D., who was L.P.’s pediatrician and an attending physician
at the State’s school-based vaccination clinic at all times relevant to the allegations made herein.

11. Kelly Dougherly, who was responsible for staffing and operation of school-based
vaccination clinics at all times relevant to this case, as Vermont’s Deputy Health Commissioner.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
12. This Court’s jurisdiction is exclusive under Vermont’s Tort Claims Act, 12

V.S.A. §5601, and proper for 9 V.S.A. §2453 and 18 V.S.A. §122 private causes of action.

13. Venue is proper because all the events alleged herein occurred in Windham
County, State of Vermont, where Plaintiffs are domiciled and the Academy School is located.
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14. The State of Vermont Agencies of Education and Human Services entered an
agreement (“MOU”) to expand and promote public school-based healthcare services, statewide.

15. The State of Vermont and WSESD entered an Agreement to partner and host a
vaccination clinic at Academy School, West Brattleboro, on Friday, November 12, 2021.

16. Pursuant to said Agreement, WSESD and/or Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy
Mejer and Jon Sessions, all or some of them, coordinated with Vermont’s Human Services or
Education Agency and other third-parties to host a school-based clinic in exchange for funding.

l7. Kelly Dougherty knew of the Agreement regarding the Academy School clinic.

18. The Agreement contemplated that Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy Mejer, Patricia
Walior and Jon Sessions, entrusted by the community to care for its children, would promote the
Academy School as hosting a safe and professionally managed clinic to increase its attendance.

19. Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy Mejer, Patricia Walior and Jon Sessions, one or
some of them, sent emails to parents in WSESD district, advertising the vaccination clinic.

20. The Agreement contemplated that Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy Mejer, Patricia -

Walior and Jon Sessions would communicate with parents to promote how they should register
children and consent to a vaccination, to participate in the School Vaccine Incentive Program.

21. This Incentive Program would provide funds to WSESD and the Academy
School in proportion to the percentage of students enrolled at the school who were vaccinated.

22. The State’s Agreement with WSESD contemplated that Amy Mejer or one of the
Defendant Does will review parental consent forms and screen children for medical conditions.

23. Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy Mejer, Jon Sessions and Patricia Walior, some or
all of them, received training from Vermont Department ofHealth, particularly with respect to
ensuring and documenting that only children having valid, express parental consent - and who
were registered online - were positively identified to be vaccinated at the school-based clinic.

24. WSESD and Mark Speno, Kelly Dias, Amy Mejer, Jon Sessions and Patricia
Walior were de facto servants and agents of the State, which leveraged their special relationship
with parents and students to promote the clinic under an apparent safeguard of State oversight.

25. Academy School and WSESD were defacto landlords of the State’s clinic.

26. The-State recruited professionals such as Susan Slowinski and Does #1, #2, #3,
#4 & #5, some ofwhom are licensed healthcare workers, to operate these school-based clinics.

27. John/ Jane Doe #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 were State employees or Medical Reserve
Corps personnel, staffing clinics in exchange for either current or future valuable consideration.

28. Kelly Dougherty, as Vermont’s Deputy Commissioner of Health, was responsible
for recruitment of staff t0 perform key functions at the clinics, such as vaccine administration.

29. Kelly Dougherty oversaw licensed medical professionals working at the clinic.

30. Susan Sowinski was a Vermont employee or a member of its Medical Reserve
Corps, who agreed to staff the Academy School clinic in exchange for valuable consideration.
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31. Susan Slowinski and Does #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 received training regarding mass
vaccination protocols from the Vermont Department ofHealth, with respect to parental consent.

32. Susan Slowinski and Does # 1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 were defacto agents of the State.

33. WSESD and the State worked hand-in-glove to coordinate the school-based mass
vaccination clinic, with a common goal of generating revenue as pediatric healthcare providers.

34. The State had an obligation to WSESD, its employees, parents and students to
direct its clinic’s activities so as to avoid violating professional duties regarding medical care.

FACTS {PART II}- REGARDING FAILURES AND DERELICTION OF DUTY
35. L.K., at all times relevant to allegations herein, was a five (5) year old boy who is

too young to attend Academy School, and was NOT enrolled there. He is NOT party to this suit.

36. L.K.’s parents, by accessing the State’s web-based registration portal, consented
to his vaccination at Academy School, November 12, 2021. They are NOT parties to this suit.

37. L.P. (Plaintiff), at all times relevant to allegations herein was a six (6) year old
boy, who was enrolled and did attend Academy School, since classes began in September, 2021.

38. L.P.’s parents (Plaintiffs) DID NOT access the State’s web portal to register him,
or provide consent for L.P. to receive any vaccination at Academy School, November 12, 2021.

39. On November 10, 2021, Mr. Politella brought L.P. to Academy School, where he
attended in-person 15‘ grade class taught by Patricia Walior, who previously met L.P.’s parents.

40. Assistant Principal Sessions was greeting students outside as they arrived by bus.

41. Mr. Politella made a point of speaking with Mr. Sessions, to advise him that L.P.
was not registered for the vaccine clinic that would take place Friday, because he had concerns.

42. Mr. Politella advised Mr. Sessions of the concerns he had regarding safeguards to
protect L.P., who was not participating in the clinic, should he bring his son to school on Friday.

43. Mr. Politella told Mr. Sessions that L.P. did not have parental consent for a shot.

44. Mr. Sessions understood that L.P. was not registered for vaccination at the clinic.

45. Mr. Sessions, consciously disregarding the risk, misrepresented to Mr. Politella
that L.P. cannot be vaccinated without consent, and it was safe to bring him to school, Friday.

46. Mr. Sessions, stating that student registrations were “not as many as we would
have liked”, quickly dismissed Mr. Politella’s concerns, and then turned away and moved along.

47. On Thursday, November 11, 2021, Academy School was closed for Veteran’s
Day, and the Vermont Department ofHealth took occupancy to establish its vaccination clinic.

48. On Friday, November 12, 2021, the Academy School vaccination clinic opened.

49. Kelly Dougherty or Susan Slowinski were responsible for supervision, oversight
and management ofDoes #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 at the clinic regarding a variety of their functions.
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50. The State had a duty to support its clinic with top-tier administrative, compliance
and management capabilities, and to exercise due care in executing every function at its vaccine
clinic to ensure that children, entrusted to WSESD for their education, were safe and unharmed.

51. Susan Slowinski knew both L.K. and L.P., (and their respective parents), from
her defunct Brattleboro practice, “Just So Pediatrics”, and recognized them at the vaccine clinic.

52. Kelly Dias, Patricia Walior, and Amy Mejer knew that Mr. Politella had spoken
with Jon Sessions on Wednesday, regarding his concerns about L.P.’s inadvertent vaccination.

53. Kelly Dias, Jon Sessions, Patricia Walior and Amy Mejer, all knew that L.P. was
not registered to receive, and should not get, any vaccination at the school—based clinic that day.

54. Susan Slowinski, Kelly Dias, Jon Sessions and Amy Mejer all knew that L.K.”s
parents had registered him and that he had consent to be vaccinated at the school-based clinic.

55. Amy Mejer administered intake and outflow, and was responsible for confirming
student identity, registrations and consent, and collecting and processing the related documents.

56. Susan Slowinski, Amy Mejer and some, or all, Does #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5, knew
that they were, in all circumstances and without exception, legally obligated to confirm valid
parental consent for the injection of an experimental vaccine into any minor under their care.

57. Susan Slowinski, Amy Mejer and some, or all, Does #l, #2, #3, #4 & #5, knew
they were, in all circumstances and without exception, legally obligated to confirm the name,
birthdate and identity ofminors they medically treated, so as to only vaccinate the right child.

58. On Friday, November l2, 2021, Mrs. Politella took L.P. to the Academy School.

59. On Friday, November 12, 2021, L.K.’s mother took him to the Academy School.

60. L.K.’s mother spoke to Susan Slowinski regarding her responsibilities, that day.

61. Ms. Slowinski recognized L.K. from her “Just So Pediatrics” healthcare practice.

62. Amy Mejer verified that L.K. had his mother’s consent to receive a vaccination.

63. L.K. was vaccinated by Does #1, #2, #3, #4 and/or #5, two or more of them, at
approximately 10: 15 AM, and was observed thereafter for any adverse reactions, until 10:30.

64. L.K.’s mother was given a card with the date and dosage of L.K.’s vaccination.

65. Thereafter, L.P. was in his 15‘ grade class, when John or Jane Doe #1 came, with
Patricia Walior’s full knowledge and assent, and took L.P. from his class to the vaccine clinic.

66. Ms. Wailor knew L.P.’s name, but made no effort to verify that he was the child
whom John or Jane Doe #1 were seeking, prior to letting him be removed from her classroom.

67. John or Jane Doe #1 did not ask L.P. for his name, birth date or any identifying
information, but erroneously hand wrote a label with L.K. s name (not LP’s), and put it on L.P.

68. The erroneous label also identified “Walior 10:30”, and a date of birth “5/23/16.”

69. L.P., mindful that his parents had said “no” to the vaccination, verbally protested.

70. Heedless, John/ Jane Doe #1 ushered L.P. to the vaccine clinic and sat him down.
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71. Doe #2 offered L.P. a toy penguin, to distract him during the vaccination process.

72. Doe #2 took L.I’-., still protesting, to another seat, where his identity was not
verified to confirm that his parents had registered him and granted consent for vaccination.

73. Doe #2 did not correctly identify L.P. as un-registered and lacking valid parental
consent and escorted him to the vaccination area, where Does #3 and #4 waited to inject him.

74. Doe # 2 failed to compare L.P.’s name tag (proclaiming “L.K.”) with any list of
those children who had received a vaccination that day (which should have included “L.K.”).

75. L.P., still protesting the injection because he knew that his parents had said “no”,
attempted to rise from the chair, and was restrained by Does #3 and #4, who laid hands on him.

76. Does #3 and #4 told L.P. he was “brave little boy” and injected him with vaccine.

77. Doe #3 or #4 bandaged the wound on L.P’s arm, then took the toy penguin away.

78. L.P. was upset and Doe #3 or #4 repeated “It’s okay, you’re a brave little boy.”

79. Doe #5 completed a card with L.K.’s name, showing date, lot and vaccine dose.

80. Later on, someone placed the card into L.P.’s school folder, inside his backpack.

81. L.P. was observed by Susan Slowinski and John/Jane Doe #1, #2, #3, #4, and#5,
some or all of them, for fifteen (15) minutes post-injection, to identify any adverse reactions.

82. Susan Slowinski recognized L.P. as one of her patients from “Just So Pediatrics.”

83. Doe #1 escorted L.P. back to his classroom without further medical supervision.

84. Thereafter, Kelly Dougherty was informed of a “mistake” at the Academy clinic.

85. After school, Ms. Politella picked up L.P. She saw the name tag with the wrong
name, and assumed that he had played some make-believe games with friends at school that day.

86. L.P. told Mrs. Politella “Mommy, I got a shot today. They told me I was brave.”

87. Mrs. Politella still assumed L.P. was playing his game, and joked along with him.

88. L.P. urgently explained to Mrs. Politella, “no Mommy, I really got a shot.”

89. When Ms. Politella and L.P. got home, she unloaded his backpack and found the
vaccine card. Then, she knew what the name tag meant, and she became emotionally distraught.

90. Under L.P.’s shirt, she found the bandage, and these emotions overwhelmed her.

91. Mrs. Politella, who was extremely distressed, did not want to upset her son, too.

92. She comforted L.P., telling him that he had not done anything wrong, at school.

93. L.P. woke up his father on Saturday morning, and then told him what happened.

94. Later that day, Kelly Dias called Mr. Politella to apologize for what happened.

95. Mr. Politella also returned a call from Kelly Dougherty, who reached out to him.
6
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96. Commissioner Dougherty also apologized for what happened to L.P. at school.

97. Mr. Politella was given the impression that he would receive some explanation.

98. On Thursday, November 18, 2021, the Politellas were still waiting for answers.

99. Mrs. Politella went to school and asked Ms. Wailor, who had no explanation for
what occurred, other than she was not involved and that Mrs. Politella must speak to Kelly Dias.

100. Mrs. Politella went to Kelly Dias, who stated that the matter was a “big mistake.”

101. Mrs. Politella, very upset, pressed Kelly Dias for details regarding this “mistake.”

102. Kelly Dias said it was not the school’s mistake, but would not say whose it was.

103. Mrs. Politella told Kelly Dias that she had lost her trust, due to what happened.

104. Mrs. Politella got upset and cried, because nobody would tell her what happened.

105. Sometime thereafter, Mrs. Politella, now convinced that Academy School did not
know her son and could not be trusted, called Kelly Dias to request L.P.’s educational records.

106. Kelly Dias questioned her regarding her motivation for requesting these records.

107. Kelly Dias emailed Mrs. Politella to state that Academy School was safe for L.P.

108. The Politellas enrolled L.P. in private school, incurring substantial, continuing
tuition expenses in the process, with additional costs for uniforms, books, daily transport, etc.

109. Mark Speno, on behalf ofWSESD, sent a message to all parents in the District,
acknowledging that a child had been mistakenly vaccinated without consent at Academy School.

110. The Brattleboro Reformer, November 24, 2021, published some facts regarding
this case, including Mr. Speno’s apology: “we are deeply sorry that this mistake happened...”

111. The Politellas, through ”undersigned counsel, composed a letter to Governor Scott
and various Defendants (but not unknown Does #1, #2, #3 #4 & #5) requesting ofiicial redress.

112. After a sufficient amount of time for the addressees to respond had elapsed, and
with no substantive reply received from any recipient of their letter, the Politellas filed this suit.

CAUSES FOR LEGAL ACTION
113. Defendants, employed or otherwise controlled and directed by either Vermont or

WSESD, planned and worked together for a common objective, 1'.e, to operate a pop-up school-
based mass vaccination clinic, in exchange for future valuable consideration, grant funding, etc.

114. In the process, Defendants failed to implement procedures and take all reasonable
precautions, in violation of n'On—deiegable duties of care and ethical obligations, and are liable to
Plaintiffs for injection, without parental censent and against their orders, of a child in their care.

115. This case implicates the Politellas’ parental right to deny experimental medical
care, their right to choose what the State of Vermont and WSESD shall and shall not inflict on
their child at school, and also L.P.’s right, while there, to be free from non-consensual contact.
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116. Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, the State and WSESD are liable to
Plaintiffs for the negligent conduct of every Defendant under their control, jointly and severally.

117. Under the doctrine of premises liability, WSESD and Vermont, due to the special
relationships of their agents and employees to Plaintiffs, are jointly and severally liable to them.

118. Under the doctrine of res ipsa loquitor, what happened to L.P. could never have
ordinarily occurred but for Defendants’ dereliction of duty, making aprimafacie case for a jury.

119. Under the doctrine of negligence per se, Defendants violated Vermont’s Patient’s
Bill of Rights, 18 V.S.A. §1852(a)(5) which provides “the right to refuse treatment to the extent
permitted by law.” Defendants’ violation of this statute creates aprimafacie case of negligence.

120. Under its Tort Claims Act, Vermont is properly a Defendant because it “shall be
liable for injury to persons or property. . .caused by the negligent or wrongful act or omission of
an employee of the State while acting within the scope of employment. . .” 12 V.S.A. §5601(a).

121. Under the Municipal Claims Act, WSESD is a Defendant because “where the act
or omission of a municipal employee acting within the scope of employment1s alleged to have
caused damage to property, injury to persons, or death, the exclusive right of action shall lie
against the municipality that employed the employee at the time... ” 24 V. S.A §901a(b).

122. The Politellas live with fear regarding unknown long-term adverse health effects
that L.P., a young child— having been subjected to risks associated with an investigatory vaccine
of unknown safety profile, not fully understood and yet unapproved for children— could suffer.

123. The Politellas have been traumatized, suffering mental anguish and additional
educational expense, with the potential for future medical expenses. Their basic liberty interest
as a family was vitiated by Defendants’ breach of duty, which violated rights guaranteed by the
Vermont Constitution, codified by statute, and long-recognized by the Vermont Supreme Court.

Defendants are liable to Plaintiffs for damages and costs, as follows:

COUNT ONE - TITLE 18 PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION

124. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 123, as if fully set forth here.

125. 18 V.S.A. §l22(a) provides, in relevant part, that any “person injured or damaged
by a violation of this title, of a rule adopted pursuant thereto, or [an] order issued thereunder...
may bring an action for equitable relief, or damages arising from such violation. . . .”

126. Vermont’s Healthcare Bill of Rights, 18 V.S.A. §l852(a)(5) provides that a
person “has the right to refuse treatment” It is a statutory rule, with no exceptions in this case.

127. The school-based clinic was created by orders, pursuant to 18 V.S.A. §126(a)

128. The school-based clinic provides immunizations pursuant to 18 V.S.A. § 1123.

129. Defendants violated rules and standards adopted pursuant to Title 18 to govern
its disciplinary proceedings when determining whether a licensee, such as a skilled healthcare or
medical professional, has in fact complied with the applicable standard of care for a profession.

130. Defendants violated Vermont rules governing verification of L.P.’s valid parental
consent for vaccination in a school-based clinic, as well as the procedures governing injections.
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131. Defendants did not honor Mr. Politella’s denial of treatment for his son, nor did
they heed L.P.’s objections when he was taken from class to the vaccine clinic, against his will.

132. Thus, by this outrageous conduct, Defendants violated 18 V.S.A. §1852(a)(5).

133. Plaintiffs have sustained harm from Defendants’ Violation of Vermont Title 18.

134. Plaintiffs established primafacie Violation of Title 18, suitable for a trial by jury.

COUNT TWO - GROSS NEGLIGENCE

135. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 134, as if fully set forth here.

136. Defendants’ breach of duty in this case was more than just an error of judgment.

137. In removing L.P., despite his own protestation, from class and vaccinating him,
Defendants heedlessly violated legal and medical duties of care owed to him, and to his parents.

138. The circumstances include Defendants’ acknowledgment of a “big mistake”, in
loco parentis, in failing to exercise the slightest degree of care owed to L.P., in their custody.

139. Furthermore, Jon Session misrepresented to Mr. Politella that the oversight and
precautions taken at the clinic would be such that he could bring safely L.P. to school, that day.

140. Mr. Sessions’ false promise involved more than just his questionable judgment;
he violated the duty he assumed to protect L.P. at school, and therefore, derivatively, his parents.

141. Moreover, Susan Slowinski and those John/Jane Doe #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5 failed,
as licensed medical practitioners, to exercise that degree of care, skill and proficiency commonly
exercised during vaccinations, i.e., unprofessional conduct proscribed by 26 V.S.A. §1354(22).

142. Plaintiffs sustained damages due to Defendants’ failure to protect L.P. at school.

143. In this case, Plaintiffs endured failures of judgment and performance that go well
beyond Defendants’ incompetence into the realm of gross negligence, provable in a trial by jury.

COUNT THREE - NEGLIGENT UNDERTAKING

144. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 143, as if fully set forth here.

145. There is no question that Defendants owed a duty of care to L.P., while at school.

146. Specifically, the duty involved keeping L.P. safe from non-consensual treatment.

147. The State and WSESD publicized their clinic by emphasizing safety and the high
precautionary value of pediatric vaccination, with the Vermont Department of Health promising
adherence to vaccination protocols and all applicable healthcare standards, rules and regulations.

148. They recruited Susan Slowinski, as a local, trusted, “friendly face” for the clinic.

149. Defendants knew that harm could befall students, if they failed in their promises.

150. Defendants unreasonably breached their duty to comply with medical protocols.
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151. Defendants were so focused upon keeping those students registered for the clinic
safe, that they failed to pay attention to the students, like L.P., who were not registered to attend.

152. Jon Sessions, who understood the risk, unreasonably induced Mr. Politella to let
L.P. attend school, Friday, by representing that it was safe, with no chance of inadvertent harm.

153. Mr. Politella reasonably relied on Jon Sessions misrepresentation, and the very
thing he was promised could not happen, did happen, with battery to his young child resulting.

154. As a direct, proximate result ofDefendants’ negligence and careless undertaking,
L.P. and derivatively, his parents, were harmed, and suffer, and will continue to incur expenses.

155. Defendants, under the doctrine of respondeat superior, were responsible for the
actions breaches, negligence, omissions, actions, eta, of their hirelings, acting in their agency.

156. Plaintiffs make out aprimafacie claim of negligent undertaking, for a jury trial.

COUNT FOUR - PREMISES LIABILITY

157. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 156, as if fully set forth here.

158. The State and WSESD agreed to utilize Academy School for their vaccine clinic.

159. WSESD leased a part of its premises to the State, in exchange for consideration.

160. The State and WSESD had jointly possessed the premises involved in the clinic.

161. After Mr. Politella spoke to Jon Sessions, all Defendants knew, or should have
known, that the clinic presented an unreasonable risk of harm to unregistered students, like L.P.

162. After Mr. Politella spoke to Jon Sessions, Defendants should have anticipated the
danger to L.P. with respect to an inadvertent vaccination, as the danger was known and obvious.

163. Defendants knew, or should have known, that L.P. would fail to know the risk of
an inadvertent vaccination or would be unable to protect himself against it, due to his young age.

164. Defendants had a special relationship to L.P., and thus, a heightened duty of care.

165. Defendants did not exercise reasonable care to protect L.P. from this known risk.

166. Plaintiffs, through the joint actions of Defendants, noted above, sustained harm.

167. Defendants are liable to Plaintiffs for harm due to an obvious hazard, at school.

COUNT FIVE- BATTERY OF A MINOR

168. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 167, as if fully set forth here.

169.. Defendants removed L.P. from his classroom, likely touching him in the process.

170. Defendants put an erroneous name tag on his shirt, touching him in the process.

171 . Defendants pushed L.P., despite protests, into a seat, touching him in the process.
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172. Defendants adjusted L.P.’s shirt for a vaccination, touching him in the process.

173. Defendants intentionally, and without consent of L.P.’s parents, injected his arm.

174. In fact, Mr. Politella specifically advised Jon Session that this should not happen.

175. All Defendants knew, or should have known, that L.P. should not be vaccinated.

176. In fact, L.P. protested, as Defendants continued to touch him, without consent.

177. Defendants intentionally and non-consensually touched L.P., which is a battery.

COUNT SIX - CONSUMER FRAUD

178. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 177, as if fully set forth here.

179. The State and WSESD finance and operate public schools, which is commerce.

180. Under their MOA, the State and WSESD operated a clinic in exchange for value.

181. At all times relevant herein, Plaintiffs paid taxes for education services provided
by Vermont and WSESD, which are jointly responsible for activities at the school and its clinic.

182. Mr. Politella reasonably relied on Jon Sessions’ false statement regarding safety
at Academy School on the day of the clinic and as a result, Plaintiffs have sustained damages.

183. Such circumstances constitute fraud within the ambit of 9 V.S.A. §2451, et seq.

COUNT SEVEN - COMMON LAW FRAUD

184. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs 1 through 183, as if fully set forth here.

185. The State and WSESD publicized the safety of the school-based vaccine clinics.

186. Jon Sessions was led to believe the clinic would be safe, based on this publicity.

187. Jon Sessions misrepresented to Mr. Politella that L.P. Would not be vaccinated.

188. Jon Sessions recklessly made this representation, regardless of its truth or falsity.

189. Mr. Politella reasonably relied upon Jon Sessions false statement regarding L.P.s
safety at Academy School on the day ol the clinic and as a result Plaintiffs have sustained harm.

190. Mr. Sessions’ reckless, false representation to Mr. Politella is common law fraud.

COUNT EIGHT-NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS"

191. Plaintiffs re-allege all facts in Paragraphs l through 190, as if fully set forth here.

192. Defendants had a special relationship with Plaintiffs, based on their duty of care.

193. L.P.’s safety is Mrs. Politella’s paramount concern and a highly personal matter.
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194. Jon Sessions promised that L.P. would be safe, while the clinic was at the school.

195. Jon Sessions undertook an obligation to safeguard L.P., and understood that the
Politellas had not given permission for L.P. to be vaccinated at the clinic, November 12, 2021.

196. The obligation to safeguard L.P. is non-delegable and common to all Defendants.

197. This obligation and duty necessarily implicates Plaintiffs’ emotional well-being.

198. It was foreseeable that a breach of duty will cause Mrs. Politella extreme distress.

199. Defendants breached their duty to Plaintiffs in circumstances constituting battery.

200. Defendants breach of duty has caused Mrs. Politella extreme emotional distress.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray for a judgment against all Defendants, and
for an order herein, for the following:

a) that Defendants be cited to appear and ordered to answer this Civil Complaint;

b) leave to amend this Complaint as proof develops in Court-ordered Discovery, in
particular with respect to the identity and negligence of Defendant Does #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5;

c) after due proceedings be had in this Honorable Court, that damages be awarded
to Plaintiffs in such an amount as will fairly compensate them for their injuries, set forth above;

d) treble damages, where available, pursuant to Vermont’s Consumer Fraud Act;

e) punitive damages for Defendants’ gross negligence and wanton, reckless acts, so
as to punish said bad conduct, deter their further misconduct, and deter others from similar acts;

e) reimbursement of all costs expended hereupon, including attorney’s and expert
witness fees, costs ofmedical reports and transcription and pre-and post- judgment interest, etc.

f) a trial by jury on all issues;

and,

g) all other just and equitable relief to which the Court holds Plaintiffs are entitled.

May 13, 2022

F itts, Olson, Giddings & Ferrara, P.L.C.
16 High Street, Brattleboro, VT 05301
802-254-2345 if ron.ferrara@foglaw.com

Counsel for the Plaintiffs,
Mr. & Mrs. Politella, individually, jointly,
and on behalf of their minor child, L.P.

espe t“ 11y su 'll d

6’- gfla’xx,
tmald ‘lBI‘l'Ell' Esd. (ERN)
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